Mobile application for more Eco-friendly consumption:  
For paying, getting e-receipt and keeping additional environmental attitude information about brand

**What**
Mobile application for paying, getting electronic purchase receipt, getting additional information about product care labels, brand environmental attitude and product lifespan to our mobile device.

**Why**
- Paying would be easier and quicker and all important information would be in one place
- Digital receipt won’t fade and can’t be lost
- To reduce use of paper and poisons
- To have place for product caring information and ability to rate brands environmental attitude due quality and durability
- To get information on highly rated products nearest to you (less plastic packages, most durable product, wear resistant clothes)

**Outcome**
iOS or Android Mobile application which allows us easily to pay for products and will connect paying with getting additional information about product and having receipt to one place.

**Conditions**
Projects idea belongs to idea creators.
Longer term collaboration is possible and highly recommended if the team is interested.

**Contact:**
Taavi Laatsit, taavi.laatsit@gmail.com
Maarja-Liis Laatsit, maariallis@gmail.com